The University Writing Program of the University of Notre Dame invites applications for the position of Instructor of First Year Composition. This is a full-time, renewable, non-tenure track position in a dynamic writing program serving undergraduate students. The person hired will teach three sections of composition each semester, serve as a mentor to graduate students and other instructors, and contribute to the intellectual life of the program.

We seek applicants with strong teaching records and a commitment to program development.

Requirements: A PhD or ABD in rhetoric and composition; knowledge of computer-based instruction; experience with English as a second language learners; at least three years of teaching experience, preferably in a research-based university setting. A research agenda in rhetoric and composition is desirable.

Salary: Commensurate with experience
Closing Date: Open until filled

Instructions: Applicants may submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to: Terri O’Bryan, University Writing Program, 205 Coleman Morse Building, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556. Materials may also be sent electronically (tobryan@nd.edu). Interviews will be conducted at the MLA conference in Philadelphia.

The University of Notre Dame, a private Catholic university, is an equal opportunity employer and is strongly committed to the diversity of our faculty and staff. We invite applications from women, minority and Catholic candidates, and from other candidates whose work may contribute to the distinctive mission of the University.

For more information about the University Writing Program at the University of Notre Dame, visit: http://www.nd.edu/~fwriting/